
When I was a child growing up in Malacca and Singapore, I looked 

forward to my aunts’ and grandaunt’s cooking with excited anticipation. 

At 16, I begged them to teach me how to cook the dishes of my 

Peranakan heritage and that is how my culinary journey began. 

Later on, I embarked on a career as a food critic and met some of the 

top chefs in the world who would welcome me into their kitchens.

Welcome to My Kitchen where every day is a celebration and where 

food is all about love, sharing, family and iends.



NYONYA A RCHAR . 6
     , 
    

SAMBAL TIMUN NANAS (V) . 4 
    , 
     

ATCHAR A (V) . 4 
    ,  
  

SAYOR KUAKCHYE (V) . 4 
   
  

S A L A D S

PICKL E S

GADO GADO . 18
,   , - , ,  , ,  
             

TAU HU GORENG (V) . 9
              
'       

SAMBAL KIM CHIAM UDANG . 15
               

PONG TAUHU SOUP . 11
,           

     

SIO BAK KIAM CHYE . 9
 ,   ,  ,     

     

SOU P

(V)  — V EGETARIAN   (*)  — V EGETARIAN OPTION AVAILABLE



S TA RT E R S

NGOH HIANG . 15
   ,  ,        5  
    

KUAY PIE TEE . 17
               
“ ”    ,       

CORONATION CHICKEN IN WANTAN LEAF CUP . 9
      .         
       

TURMERIC CHICKEN W INGS . 13
            
  

Makan Kechil, the Small Eats of the Singapore kitchen always formed the backdrop 
of my family’s mahjong and cheki sessions on lazy a�ernoons where the women would 

gather to gossip and snack on these tasty morsels while still engrossed in the game. 

(V)  — V EGETARIAN   (*)  — V EGETARIAN OPTION AVAILABLE



BUAH KELUAK AYAM . 23
      
      
      
  

REBUNG MASAK LEMAK . 19
         
    

CURRY CHICKEN . 16
     
  ,   
  

BABI PONG TAY . 18
   -   
    
  - , 
  

BABI A SSAM . 18
       
    

BEEF RENDANG . 23
        
     
      
 

AUNT Y NANNY’S DAGING CHABEK 
BEEF CHEEK . 36
 '    
       
    

M E AT

SAMBAL UDANG . 27
     ,  
     

UDANG GORENG CHILLI . 32
       
   

IK AN GORENG CHILLI . 19
       
    

FISH TEMPR A . 22
         
,       
, ,   
  

GAR AM A SSAM FISH . 23
       
      
     
  

COD IN CREAMY 
L AKSA SAUCE . 39
       
    

SE A FOOD



SAMBAL BENDI . 10
’        
  

SAMBAL EGGPL ANT (*) . 12
     
      

CHAP CHYE . 15
      
      
    

SAYOR LODEH (V) . 13
    
     
  

MEATLESS MEATBALLS

RENDANG (V) . 15
       
      
      

SAMBAL PETAI W ITH PR AW NS . 18
        
    

V EGE TA BL E S R ICE & NOOD L E S

DRY L AKSA . 22
     '  
   ,    
 

DRY MEE SIAM . 21
       
    , 
    C 

BUAH KELUAK NOODLE . 24
      
N    , 
 ,     
    

ROTI JAL A . 7
   

NASI KUNNING . 3.50
      
    

JASMINE RICE . 1

(V)  — V EGETARIAN   (*)  — V EGETARIAN OPTION AVAILABLE



D E S SE RT S

One of my happiest teenage memories is that of learning to make exquisite 
Nyonya kuehs om my Grand Aunt Nanny.

She insisted that I had to get them all perfectly formed of the same shape and size. 
I would burn the midnight oil to earn her praise for these 

tiny morsels of Cuci Mulut - sweet endings to a delicious meal.

KESTURI LEMON PIE W ITH PAPAYA AND LIMAU KESTURI COMPOTE . 13
               
    

BUBUR CHA CHA PANNACOTTA . 10
     , ,      

PULOT HITAM . 12
             
 

MINI KUEH SARL AT . 10
      

SUGEE CAKE . 12
            
 

GUL A MEL AK A CAKE . 13
          

KUEH BENG K AH . 10
          



MAY YOUR RICE BOWL
ALWAYS BE FULL.

— V.O
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